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IV. BAD MAYA NOTAMETropolis

YES

This is bad.
wrap up by considering the combined forces of Nyquist, Audacity, and Soundcool for algorithmic and interactive performance.
Soundcool Network
The Soundcool Project Collaborative Site

IV. BABEL, LA NOVA METRÒPOLIS

HELLO, IS THIS BABYLON?

-YES-
This virtual site has been designed with an educational function and the main objective is to generate new information channels and content creation linked to the use of Soundcool system. Therefore, participation in the platform implies acceptance of a set of ethical standards to guide the content and comments shared in it.

Rules - The use of audiovisual and sound materials should not be subject to any license or involving any copyright infringement of copyright. If there is a breach in copyright in any case through the audiovisual material used, the author of creation will be responsible. - Not content that may pose an assault on the dignity of persons and educational use is not permitted. - The generated and shared audiovisual material may be used only for educational purposes and may be shared at conferences and social networks without permission of the author / a. Furthermore, for this purpose, provided the source and ownership of creation generated through the system is indicated Soundcool. - Users will use the forum with respect, providing ratings that allow the improvement of the system and thus the musical practices. They will not be accepted in any way other than constructive comments that contain insults or using obscene or profane language or any other expression that disqualify individuals, groups or institutions. - Infringement of any rule described above involve low user Soundcool the collaborative platform.
Get in and share your experience with us and many other users!

LAB-FORUM 🌐

Have a look to our best performative work!

PERFORMANCE ☀

LAB-FORUM

Groups

Topics

Forums

(edit)
THEY CALL IT NOISE, WE CALL IT TECHNO.

Username or Email
enna

Password
****

Remember Me
Log In

Register  Lost your password
Back to Soundcool Network
Create an Account

Registering for this site is easy. Just fill in the fields below, and we'll get a new account set up for you in no time.

Account Details

Username (required)

Email Address (required)

Choose a Password (required)

Confirm Password (required)

Profile Details

Name (required)

This field can be seen by: Everyone

Country (required)

This field can be seen by: All Members

Institution (required)

This field can be seen by: All Members

Teacher or lecturer (required)

This field can be seen by: All Members

Use of Soundcool (required)

This field can be seen by: Everyone

Are you working with an institution, a college, school,...?
Groundbreaking Music-based Pedagogies
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